The Formation of Scholars

(A Discussion with Students)

Preparing for a Research Career
Its About You

You and Your “Supervisors”

Professional Communication Skills

Networking-Getting Out of your Comfort Zone
Know yourself

- Why are you doing this?
- How do you learn?
- What have you learned?
- (How do you know?)

Keeping a Professional Development Journal

- Keeping passion alive
- Are you a part of an intellectual community?

- Getting out of one’s comfort zone—habit of using something learned out of context

YOU

This is your responsibility

George Walker
April 2012
Apprenticeship reconsidered

Your Role Model(s) and Mentor(s)

Surveys of Students and Faculty

Being a Leader doesn’t mean being Boss

George Walker
April 2012
Teaching is crucial to research.


Writing for yourself.
NETWORKING

George Walker
April 2012